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Final Revision 
 

1-Finish the following dialogue: 
1-Ahmed and Osman are talking about animal habitats. 

Ahmed  : Where were you yesterday? 
Osman  : …………………………………………………………………..……… 
Ahmed  : Gebel Elba! ……………………………………………………………? 
Osman  : It’s near the Red Sea. 
Ahmed  : ……………………………………………………………………………? 
Osman  : You can see many animals and birds there. 
Ahmed  : ……………………………………………………………………………. 
Osman  : You can come with me the next time. 
Ahmed  : When will you go? 
Osman  : …………………………………………………………………………….. 

2-Fahmi is talking with Tamer about some interesting animals. 
Fahmi  : Are you interested in animals, Tamer? 
Tamer  : Yes, I am. 
Fahmi  : ………………………………………………………………………….? 
Tamer  : I like orangutans most. 
Fahmi  : ……………………………………………………………………………? 
Tamer  : They live in rainforests. I also like sea turtles. 
Fahmi  : Where do they live? 
Tamer  : …………………………………………………………. What about you? 
Fahmi  :  …………………………………………….They live in polar habitats. 
Tamer  : I wonder how they can live there. ………………………………….. 

3-Omar and Mohamed are talking about their favourite sports. 

Omar  : Hi, Mohamed. Where are you going? 
Mohamed  : Hi, Omar. I'm going to the club. 
Omar  : ……………………………………………………………………………..? 
Mohamed  : Because I have a football match. You know it is my favourite sport. 

Omar  : ……………………………………………………………………………..? 
Mohamed  : I have been playing football for 3 years now. 
Omar  : My favourite sport …………………………………………………….. 
Mohamed  : I like tennis, too. ……………………………………………………….? 
Omar  : I play tennis every week. I wish you good luck. 
Mohamed  : -………………………………………………………………………………. 

4-A tourist is booking a room at Hilton Hotel. 

Receptionist: Hello! Welcome to Egypt. Can I help you? 
Tourist  : Thanks. ……………………………………………………………….. 
Receptionist: …………………………………………………………………………...? 
Tourist  : Single, please. 
Receptionist: ……………………………………………………………………………? 
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Tourist  : I’ll stay here for a week. 
Receptionist: OK, could you tell me your details, please? 
Tourist  : Here’s my passport. 
Receptionist: ………………………………………………………………………… 
Tourist  : …………………………………………………………………………. 

5-Samy and Ahmed are talking about the summer holiday . 

Samy  : Where will you spend the summer holiday? 
Ahmed : ………………………………………………………………………………… 

Samy  : ………………………………………………………………………………….? 
Ahmed : Because Alexandria has beautiful beaches. 
Samy  : ………………………………………………………………………………? 
Ahmed : I will go there with my family. 
Samy  : How long will you stay there? 
Ahmed : …………………………………………………………………………………. 
Samy  : Can I go with you? 
Ahmed : …………………………………………………………………………………. 

6-Tarek and Mark are talking about dream jobs. 

Tarek  : Hi! Mark. Do you have a plan for your dream job? 
Mark   :………………………………………………………………………………… 
Tarek  :………………………………………………………………………………? 
Mark  : My dream job is to be a doctor. 
Tarek  :…………………………………………………………………..…………..? 
Mark  : My role model is doctor Magdy Yacoub. What about you? 
Tarek  :…………………………………………………………………..…………….. 
Mark   :  A Journalist! Why do you want to do this job? 
Tarek  :………………………………………………………………………..……….. 
Mark  : I hope you can achieve your goal. 

7- Ahmed is talking to Samir who is planting a tree. 
Ahmed  : Hello, Samir:……………………………………………………………? 
Samir  : I am planting a tree. 
Ahmed  : Do you know how to plant a tree? 
Samir  :……………………………………………………………………………… 
Ahmed :…………………………………………………………………..…………..? 
Samir  : My uncle taught me this; he is an old farmer. 
Ahmed  : Are trees useful for our environment? 
Samir  :…………………………………………………………………..……………..  
Ahmed  : Why are trees useful for us  ?  
Samir  :………………………………………………………………………..……….. 

8-Huda and Salma are talking Salma 's new mobile  
Huda   : Is this mobile new? 
Salma :……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Huda   : Who bought it for you? 
Salma  : ………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Huda   : Your father!………………………………………………………………?  
Salma  : Because I passed my final exams. 
Huda   : ……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Salma  : He bought it last week. 
Huda   : What do you use it for? 
Salma  : ………………………………………………………………………………… 

9- Nabil is meeting his friend Shady who has been to America. 
Nabil   : How are you, Shady? Where have you been? 
Shady  : I'm fine, thanks:…………………………………………………………... 
Nabil   :…………………………………………………………………………………? 
Shady  : I travelled with my brother. 
Nabil   : How was your trip  ?  
Shady :…………………………………………………………………………………. 

Nabil   : How long did you stay there  ?  
Shady : ……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Nabil   :Oh, a month ………………………….…………………………………… 
Shady  : Yes, we enjoyed it very much. 

10-Adel Is talking to Amir who is reading an article about pollution. 
Adel   : What are you reading, Amir? 
Amir   :………….…………………………………………………………………….. 
Adel   : What is this article about? 

Amir   :………………………………………….……………………………………. 
Adel   :……………………………………………………………………………….? 
Amir   : We can stop pollution by planting more trees. 
Adel   :…………………………………………………..…………………………… 
Amir   : Because trees absorb carbon dioxide and keep the air clean. 
Adel   :……………………………………………………………………………….. 
Amir     : I agree with you. Recycling our rubbish can also solve this problem. 

2 - Read and complete the text with words from the following list 

language — has — have — online — articles — jobs 

I studied English and media at university. I work as an editor. I work for an 

English………………… website. Nowadays more people read news………………. I like this 

Job. Lots of deferent Journalists send me their……………….. and I …………... to decide 

which ones are the most important. It's one or the most interesting jobs 

will - renewable - fuels - won't- recycle – cut 

We should do our best to keep the environment clean. We mustn't ............ down 
trees because they absorb carbon dioxide. Also, we mustn't burn fossil…………… to 
avoid climate change. That's why we should use……………………. energy such as solar 
energy and wind power. So, we………………… be able to live in a safe environment. 
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modern - skills - do- ancient - opportunity – doing 

In Fact ............research is necessary in our daily lives. It's a tool for 
building knowledge. Research is important for…………………. education. It 
opens new doors of learning and gives people the………………. to solve 
problems and answer questions that the society doesn't understand or 
respond to. Studies show that research develops mathematic and problem-
solving………………………………. 

above - satellites – under - space - land – moon 

Farouk El-Baz is one of the most important………………. scientists in the 
world. In  1969 , he helped to plan where Apollo 11 should…………….. on the 
moon. He also used…………………… to find rivers that were……………… the 
sand. This work has helped Egypt to find underground water. 

Fabric- loom - acting - threads - weaves - weaving 

There are a lot of traditional arts in Egypt. I learned about the traditional art 
of………………. at school today. A weaver uses a machine called a …………………. This 
crosses ……………. under and over each other to make................ Weavers can make 
very beautiful things.  

competition - saved - engineering - match - researcher . save 

Egypt's Ayman Ragab, a space science ............... currently located in Finland, 
graduated with honors from the faculty of  ............... at Aswan University. He 
worked as a teaching assistant at the same university until 2019. He entered 
NASA's  ..................... and came second. He has recently found ways to ............... 
energy when there is little gravity. 

will - Driverless - won't - electric - controls - laws  

We live in the age of technology now. Scientists are doing their best to make our life 
easy............. cars will change our lives. We will be able to travel anywhere without 
touching t …………….or looking at the roads. Driverless cars............. be better for 
the environment because they will be …………… . 

Photos -  storms -  are -  signal-  land – can 

Satellites allow us to study the weather all around the world. They send ……………. of 
the earth from space. When these are put together, they show how clouds and  
............... are moving. Lots of people have satellite TV so that they  ……………. watch 
their favourite shows and sports matches. The  ............... goes to a receiver on the 
house. 

4-Choose the correct answer from a, b, c or d:  
A) Definitions & guessing the meaning 

1. The habitat which has lots of trees and rain is called   .……………  
a. grassland   b. polar   c. rainforest   d. desert 

2. …………………habitats are always cold and are often covered by ice . 
A-Coastal    b- Mountain   c. Desert    d. Polar 

3. The ……………. is the rules that people in a country must follow . 

 خلى بالك

اوع تختار 

حل الجملة 

 الأولى الا 

لما تقرا 

القطعة 

 بالكامل
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a- engine    b- law   c- pollution    d-company 
4. A/An …… is an area in the desert where you can find water . 
a- oasis    b- wildlife   c. forest    d. incident 

5. The place where a farmer keeps his horses is called a   ..…………  
a carriage    b rainforest   c. stable    d statue 

6. The remains of animals or plants that lived in the past are   .……  
a species    b. fossils   c stables    d whales 

7.  .…………is the thick hair that covers the body of an animal . 
a. Feather    b. Fur   c. Skin    d. Leather 

8.  .……………is a place where people leave rubbish on the land . 
a. Landfill site   b. Deforestation  c. Climate change   d. pollution 

9.  ……………happens when all the trees in an area are cut down . 
a-Farming    b- Deforestation  c. Climate    d. Melting ice 

10. A ……………………………… is a machine used for weaving . 
a wheel    b. loom   c plane    d truck 

11.  ..………means that it can be filled again with electric power . 
a. Rechargeable   b. Reusable   c. Recycled    d. Damaged 

12.  ………is a small plant which has started to grow from a seed . 
a- Tree    b- Seedling   c- Bush    d-Jungle 

13.  .………… .is a machine that makes the air stay cool or warm . 
a. Air heating   b. Air Filter   c. Air conditioning  d. Air bag 

14. A …………………. is a machine that can control from far away . 
a- water wheel   b. remote control  c. wind turbine   d. solar panel 

15. A solar ………….. is an area with solar panels that provides electricity . 
a. farm    b. energy   c. power    d. pool 

16. ……………………. happens when green land becomes desert.  
a. Earthquake   b. Desertification  c. Deforestation   d. Drought 

17. A/An …………………………. is a person who travels into space . 
a. writer    b. astronaut  c. astronomer   d. astrologer 

18. A ………………... is a piece of equipment you use to see things far away . 
a. telescope   b. glasses   c. wheel    d. robot 

19. The ………. is a force attracts things to the centre of the Earth . 
a. space    b. gravity   c satellite    d jet 

20. A ……………is a machine in space that goes around the Earth . 
a- plane    b- spacecraft  c- satellite    d-comet 

21. The …………….. is something people wear to make their teeth straight . 
a. braces    b. bracelet   c. ring    d. necklace 

22. A/An …………. is a special hard hat used to protect the head . 
a. boot    b. helmet   c. cap    d. mask 

23. A ……………… is information or instructions that is sent by sound, light, etc . 
a. sensor    b. signal   c. wireless    d. squeak 

24. The …… is a person who researches and writes news articles . 
a. newsreader   b. architect   c. journalist   d. designer 

25. A / An …….. is a person who decides how a webpage looks . 
a-interviewer   b- radio presenter  c. editor    d. web designer 

26. A / An …………………. is the person who rules a city or area . 
a. president   b. governor   c. editor    d. writer 
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27.  ..……………………means to leave a job because of old age /stop working. 
a- Reuse    b- Recycle   c- Retire    d- Redo 

28. A / An …………………. is a person who specialize in languages . 
a. dentist    b. linguist   c. engineer    d. pilot 

29. A ……………….. is a series of contests in some sport or game . 
a- towel    b- tour   c- tournament   d- tower 

30. The ……… is a day or time for people to celebrate something . 
a. competition   b. interview   c. meeting    d. festival 

31. The ……………….. is someone who helps a person do their job . 
a. sailor    b. assistant   c robotics engineer  d player 

32. A / An ……………. means working without pay to learn about a job . 
a- skill    b. entrance   c. internship  d. distance 

33. A /An.....................is the natural home of an animal or plant. 
a. habitat    b. ocean   c. sky    d. school 

34.  ............is to send information or news or programmers by TV . 
a. broadcast   b. overseas   c. produce    d. direct 

35. The ability of doing something well is   .............  
a. sale    b. skull   c. skill    d. sail 

36. A group of animals or plants of the same kind is……………… 
a. Spaces    b. species   c. faces    d. cases 

37. Which one of these do you use to move around your computer screen? A   ....  
a. mouse    b. password  c. remote control   d. loom 

38. To be....................... is to be unable to understand something clearly . 
a. several    b. coloured   c. confused    d. suitable 

39. - "..........................." means to reduce how fast something goes . 
a. Slow down   b. Create   c. Absorb    d. Waste 

40. A/An ……………. person is someone who can move and do things easily . 
a. unsuitable   b. sure   c. active    d. small 

41. To be........... is something causing little or no damage to the environment. 
a. inexpensive   b. sustainable  c. remote    d. especial 

42. A/An …………………….. is a large spacecraft where people live and work . 
a. space station   b. asteroid   c. planetarium   d. astronaut 

43. - " ………………… " means the land that is below the area around it . 
a. Length    b. Depression  c. Species    d. Desert 

44. - .……………… . is the damage caused to the air by chemicals and waste . 
a. Air pollution   b. Melting   c. Deforestation   d. Landfill site 

45. - ……… ice is a problem in the Arctic and Antarctic because of global warming . 
a. Melting    b. Heating   c. Cooling    d. Burning 

46. ………………………… habitats are next to the sea. You often find rocks there . 
a. Wetland    b. Polar     c. Desert    d. Coastal 

47. To …………………………. is to damage something so badly that you cannot repair it . 
a. save    b. produce   c. destroy    d. protect 

48. To …………………………… is to take in a liquid or a gas . 
a. keep    b. absorb   c. breathe    d. avoid 

49.  "............................ "means a running race of around 42 kilometres. 
a. Location    b. Marathon  c. Explore    d. Set up  
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50. A/An ……….. is a piece of equipment you use to see things that are far away. 
a. planet    b. spacecraft  c. telescope    d. satellite 

51. In the past, people didn't use to travel by car, they took a horse and   .........…  
a carriage    b lorry   c plane    d carrier 

52. There are no mistakes with these answers. They are all   .…………………  
a. false    b. correct   c. wrong    d. far 

53. Mr. Mahmoud is a hard worker in the company. This means he is. a/an .............. 
a. astronomer   b. toiler   c. sensor    d. tailor 

54. The person who talks on a radio programme is a radio .......................... 
a. presenter   b. journalist  c. operator    d. farmer 
55. If a car or person is unable to move, we say they are…………………………. 
a. stuck    b. fast   c. boring    d. modern 

56. When a ball or pipe has a hole in it, we say that it has ....................... 
a. preferred   b. reported   c. started    d. burst 

57. A person whose job is to read the news is a………………………. 
a. news designer   b. news reviewer  c. news maker   d. newsreader 

58. Newspapers, the internet, magazines and television are all types of ................ 
a. media    b. researches  c. business    d. webs 

59. A/A ……………………………….. is how much space between two things. 
a. course    b. qualification  c. distance    d. goal 

Synonyms & Antonyms 

synonym  مرادف word  كلمة the same meaning of  ي لـ
 نفس المعن 

antonym  مضاد mean   ي
ري لـكلمة اخ  another word for يعن   

opposite  عكس equals     متساويي replaced by  ستبدل بت  

1. The earthquake destroyed many houses. "Destroyed" means   ...  
a. damaged    b. repaired   c. produced    d. fixed 

2. The antonym of the word "traditional" is   . ..…………………………  
a. ancient    b. modern   c. wrong    d. classic 

3. This jewellery is attractive. The synonym of "attractive" is   . .…  
a. protected   b. careful   c. free    d. beautiful 

4. He passed his exams. The antonym of " passed" is   .…………  
a- started    b. finished   c. fell     d. failed 

5. The synonym of the verb "hurt" is  ………………  
a. cure    b. damage   c. provide    d. sail 

6. I used to be terrible at maths. "Terrible” is a synonym of  ………  
a. nice    b. amazing   c. horrible    d. good 

7. It's an easy lesson. "Easy" is the synonym of   . .……………  
a. complicated   b. complex   c. simple    d. cheap 

8. Elephants are huge animals. "Huge" is the antonym of   . ..……  
a. easy    b. slow   c. safe    d. small 

9. You should save money. "Save" can be replaced by  ………  
a. keep    b. waste   c. borrow    d. find 
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10.  .Solar energy is cheap. The antonym of "cheap" is  ……………  
a. dirty    b. expensive  c. clear    d harmful 

11. The antonym of "public" is   . .……………  
a. private    b. general   c. common    d. popular 

12. There is a cafe far away. "Far away" can be replaced by"……………..   ."  
a. near    b. close   c. remote    d. nearby 

13. Some fish have bright colours. The antonym of "bright" is   .……  
a. colourful    b. dull   c. right    d. shiny 

14. The synonym of the word "cross" is   . ……………  
a. calm    b. angry   c. tiny    d. brave 

15. The synonym of the word "interesting" is   . ..…………  
a. fascinating   b. boring   c. calm    d. uninteresting 

16. The synonym of the word "noisy" is   . ……………  
a. loud    b. busy   c. quiet    d. pleased 

17. Talia can finish the race in minutes. The antonym of "finish" is   ...  
a. begin   b. complete   c. start    d. a & c 

18. The synonym of the word "true" is……………… 
a. possible    b. wrong   c. false    d. right 

19. The test was really hard. The antonym of "hard" is……………… 
a. right    b. difficult   c. far     d. easy 

20. She is a famous artist. The antonym of the word "famous" is 
a. unknown    b. great   c. same    d. right 

21. It is safe to stay here. The antonym of the word "safe" is   . ……  
a. dangerous   b. smart   c. fat     d. tasty 

22. The antonym of the word "professional" is ……………………. 
a. qualified    b. amateur   c. incredible   d. fantastic 

23. Satellites allow us to study the weather all around the world. The word " allow"is 

the same meaning as the word………………………. 
a. let     b. make   c. stop    d. prevent 

24. When you say the word " street " this means a ............ to walk in . 
a. road    b. sea   c. house    d. sky 

25. Bears live in Polar habitats. " Habitat" is similar in meaning to   . ............  
a. lifestyle    b. skill   c. appearance   d. home 

26. The pharaohs preserved their dead bodies well. This means they ...... them well . 
a. discovered   b. sold   c. kept    d. served 

27. The antonym of the word ............ is alive . 
a. death    b. dead   c. live    d. die 

28. Plastic bottles can be recycled. This means we can ............ them . 
a. use    b. reuse   c. throw    d. break 

29. He synonym of the verb "avoid" is   . ............  
a. try     b. keep away from c. take away   d. slow down 

30. The opposite of "wet " is   . ............  
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a. dry    b. easy   c. difficult    d. tool 

31. Pollution is a global problem. The synonym of " global" is   ............٠  
a. national    b. international  c. local    d. coastal 

32. Unfortunately, we lost the final match. The antonym of " Unfortunately is   .........  
a. luckily    b. unluckily   c. unhappily   d. sadly 

33. We should try to buy sustainable products. The synonym of "sustainable" is ............" 
a. temporary   b. continuous  c. uncommon   d. usual 

34. Our main aim is to increase sales. The synonym of "increase" is ."............" 
a. misuse    b. preserve   c. reduce    d. raise 

35. We should protect our planet. "Protect “is similar in meaning to  ………………  
a. increase    b. damage   c. keep safe   d. collect from 

36. He could not control his feelings. “control “is similar in meaning to ........" 
a. manage    b. design   c.mend    d. depend 

37. They lived in a remote mountain village. We can exchange "remote" with ..……… " 
a. far     b. near   c. close    d. terrible 

38. I read an amazing story. The antonym of "amazing" is ." ............" 
a. wonderful   b. fantastic   c. terrible    d. awesome 

39. The elephant is really enormous. It’s about three tons. The synonym of “enormous” 

is……………………… 
a. huge    b. tiny   c. old     d. new 

Prefixes & Suffixes 

prefix  بادئة adverb  حال / ظرف  turn  يحول 

suffix  لاحقة adjective  صفة form  يكون 

give   يعط add يضيف noun اسم 

verb  فعل change    يغي make  يكون 

1. To give the opposite of "renewable", we add the prefix   ..………  
a. dis-    b. un-   c. non-    d. im- 
2. To make the noun from the word "speak", we add the suffix   . …  
a. -ist     b. -er    c. -ment    d. -ness 

3. We add the prefix ………….. to mean to do something again   .  
a. re-     b. in-    c.de-     d. non- 
4. The prefix …………. can be used to form the opposite of expensive   .  
a. re-     b. in-    c. im-     d. un- 
5. We add the prefix ………… to get the antonym of "usual ." 
a- re-     b. im-   c. un-     d. ir- 
6. To get the adjective of "recharge" we add the suffix  … ……………… .… 
a. –y     b. -al    c. -able    d. -ly 

7. We add the prefix ……….. to form the opposite of "possible ." 
a. im-    b. ir-    c. un-     d. dis  —  

8. The suffix.………. can be used to get the noun from "pollute ." 
a.-ment    b.-ion   c.-ed     d.-ly 

9. We can make the opposite of "appear" by adding   .…..……  
a. im-    b. ir-    c. dis-    d. un- 
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10. You can make an adjective from " noise " by adding  …………  
a. -ful    b. -er    c. -y     d. -ly 

11. To form the adverb of the word "careful", we add the suffix   . …  
a. - ion    b. -ly    c. -ity     d. -ment 

12. The suffix " …………………………" means without . 
a.-ful     b.-ly    c.-ness    d.-less 

13. We form the adjective of " coast " by adding the suffix   .………  
a- -tion    b- -ive   c- -ful     d--al 

14. The suffix" ……." changes the verb "attract" into an adjective   .  
a. -able    b. -ive   c. -y     d. -er 

15. We add the suffix " …." to change "danger" into an adjective . 
a. -able    b. -ous   c. -ful    d. -ment 

16. To get the adjective of "interest", we add the suffix   . …………  
a.-ment    b.-ive    c.-ing     d.-able 

17. You can make an adjective from "use", by adding   . ….………  
a.-ly     b.-ful    c.-ness    d.-y 

18. We add the prefix ............ to give the antonym of the word "accurate ." 
a. in.     b. un-   c. im     d. non. 

19. To form the adjective from "coast", we add  " ..………………  
a. al     b. ly    c. ing     d. ed 

20. To get the noun for a person from the verb "read", add the suffix ........." 
a.-ment    b.-or    c.-er     d.-ing 

21. The opposite of "agree" is formed by adding the prefix ." ............" 
a. ir-     b. in-    c.dis-     d. un 

22. We can change the meaning of the word "ability" by adding the 
prefix "… ……….. .. 

a.im-     b.re-    c. dis-    d.ir- 

23. The opposite of "suitable" is by adding the prefix ..........." 
a-ir-     b. in-    c. ex-     d. un- 

24. We can get a noun from the verb "depress" by adding the suffix ......... 
a-ion     b. -ment   c. -ist     d.-ness 

25. Environment is the noun, but the adjective is by adding the suffix .." 
a.-ion     b.-ist    c.-able    d.-al 

26. Which of the following prefixes gives the opposite? 
a. re-     b. im-   c. un-     d. b&c 

27. The suffix" …………………………….. "changes an adjective into an adverb . 
a.-ment    b. -ly    c.-ion     d. ness 

28. To form the noun for a person from the verb "present", add the suffix"............ 
a. -er     b. -or    c. -ment    d. -ist 

29. We can get a noun from the verb "depress" by adding the suffix......... 
a. -ion    b. -ment   c. -ist     d.-ness 

5-Complete the sentences with the correct form of the word(s) in brackets 

1- Many new cars are ………………. (make) by robots in factories. 
2- Squash …………………. (doesn’t play) by many students. 
3- The pyramids …………………. (build) thousands of years ago. 

(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
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4-  ……………… .(Does) the national park visited by many people? 
5- A list of the new wonders …………………. (made) in 2007 . 
6- …………………. (Was) she read these lines yesterday? 
7- Nobody …………………. (wasn't) told about the exam results . 
8- If it is hot tomorrow, we ………………. (would) go to the beach . 
9- If I …………………. (be) in trouble, would you help me? 
10- If we …………. (have) more time, we would visit the museum . 
11- If I had more time, I …………………. (read) more books. 
12- If he read the question well, he …………………. (answers) It. 
13- If we had more money, we ……………. (can) buy that new car. 
14- If it rains, we …………………. (not/go) to the beach. 
15- What …………………. (you do) if you don't catch the train? 
16- We will save water only ………. (who) we take short showers. 
17- Do you intend …………………. (studying) abroad? 
18- Basim stopped …………………. (do) his bad habits . 
19- Doing sports helps you to …………………. (keeping) fit . 
20- They decided …………………. (clean) their street every Friday . 
21- Do you enjoy …………………. (play) the piano? 
22- If we keep ………. (burn) fossil fuels, climate change will continue . 
23- We plan …………………. (spend) the weekend in our village . 
24- We should avoid …………………. (pollute) the environment . 
25- What do I need ………………… (buying) from the shops, Mum? 
26- You can choose …………………. (recycle) your plastic bottles. 
27- She suggested …………………. (to swim) in the sea . 
28- Would you like …………………. .(playing) football? 
29- He used to waste water, but now he …………………. (not) . 
30- In the past, people …………………. (use) to get paper bags at 

supermarkets . 
31- That old building used to …………………. (is) a theatre . 
32- Emad …………. (not use) to play football when he was young . 
33- Ali used to be lazy, but now he …………………. (don't). 
34- I didn't send the report until I …………………. (revised) it . 
35- I went to the club after I …………………. (finish) my work . 
36- Ramy ……………. (tidy) his room before he started studying 
37- Nada ….(watch) the film as soon as she had done her homework . 
38- Hoda did very well in the test because she ……. (revise) carefully . 
39- After …………. (finish) the reports, he made for the shops. 
40- He ………. (not/publish ) his ideas until just before he died . 
41- Karim …………………. (do) his homework all day long. 
42- Have you ever …………………. ( using ) a telescope  ?  
43- Heba …………………. (do) her homework for two hours. She hasn't 

finished yet . 

(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
 
(……………………) 
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44-  ……………(they/arrive) yet? 
45- I …………………. (do) my homework yet. 
46- Samir ……………. ( said) me that he would travel to London the 

following week . 
47- Sally ……………. (told) Samira, "I will go to Cairo tomorrow". 
48- Heba told me that her plane ………. (leaves) to London that day . 
49- Maha said that it …………………. (will) be cold on Monday. 
50- Ali said that ……. (these) books had been very interesting. 
51- -  ” I'm coming for lunch, Ali " …………………. (Told) Adel . 
52- Mariam told me that she was studying …………………. (now) . 
53- Amr told me that he …………. (travel) abroad the next week. 
54- Malak said that she had gone to the museum ………. (last week). 

(……………………) 
(……………………) 
 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 
(……………………) 

6-Write a (review/ story/ biography) of 110 words on 

 trip you made aA habitat you visited / ' 
famous place in Egypt aA natural wonder /  

Egypt has a lot of natural wonders which cannot be seen in other places all over 
the world. I visited the Kharga Oasis last week with my family. The Kharga Oasis is 
one of Egypt's natural wonders. It is surrounded by desert, far from the River Nile. 
It is visited by more and more tourists every year. It is full of date palm trees. These 
dates can be exported  to a lot of other places in addition to selling them in many يصدر 
shops in the local area. Oases in general lie  in remote places. Sometimes it is يقع 
difficult to be reached especially in extreme weather. People prefer visiting near 
places to remote ones. If they are visited, it is also difficult to stay in for a few days. 
There are no many hotels or many houses around oases; simply because oases lie in 
the desert! 

 A story you have read - Short Story "Black Beauty" 

"Black Beauty" is a story about a black horse in nineteenth-century England. The 

horse tells the story of his life which began at a farm. Black Beauty's mother teaches 

him to be a good horse. Farmer Grey is very kind and Black Beauty is happy. When Black 

Beauty is four, Farmer Grey sells him to Squire Gordon. Black Beauty makes friends with 

other horses and the Squire looks after them very well. Unfortunately, the Squire moves 

abroad and Black Beauty is sold to different people. Some people are very unkind. One of 

his homes is very bad. Black Beauty has many adventures before he finally finds a good 

home again. 
A job I would like to do / my dream job 

My future goals, ambitions and plans 

When I grow up, I would like to be an editor. I want to work for English language 

news websites. I will decide which articles are the most important. I think that 

before the article goes on the website, I have to check the facts that are in it. Then, 

I have to check the writing because sometimes there are spelling mistakes or the 

language is not very easy to understand. I think I will have to choose photographs to 
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go with the article. I think that I should get them from other websites. To do this 

job, I think I should study English and media at university. I prefer this job because 

I think it is very interesting. 

Advantages of recycling - helping our environment – climate change" 

Our planet is getting hotter and our weather is changing. There are more foods, 
droughts and forest fires than at any time in history. This is called climate change. To 
stop climate change, we must start recycling more rubbish and stop putting rubbish in 
landfill sites. Recycling is very important as it helps to save our planet. First, it saves 
energy. Secondly, it reduces تقلل   the amount of waste that is sent to landfill sites. 
When we leave waste on landfill sites for a long time, it produces different kinds of 
greenhouse gases like methane. Thirdly, recycling paper and wood saves trees that 
breathe in carbon dioxide and make oxygen. So, it helps our environment to be 
cleaner. I think recycling is the best solution for helping our environment. This will 
help slow down climate change. 

Social media 

Social media is a popular thing that many prep stage students use nowadays. It 
helps them connect with others and share their thoughts and ideas. They can make 
new friends and learn about different cultures from all over the world. However, it's 
important for students to be careful when using social media. Spending too much time 
on screens can be bad for their health, and they need to watch out for cyberbullying 
or sharing personal information with strangers. Teachers and parents can help 
students use social media in a safe and responsible way. They can teach them how to 
be smart online and protect their privacy. When used wisely, social media can be a 
great tool for learning and making friends.  

A biography of a person I  -A person in the media  – A biography about a famous person

A person you like most -admire 

Farouk Shousha was born in Damietta. He went to a nearby primary school. He 
studied and lived in Egypt. He went to the local library. He was able to read many 
books in the Arabic language. He is a well-known radio presenter and a famous poet. 
He studied at Cairo University and graduated from the faculty of Dar Al-Ulum  دار

 He worked as a radio presenter. He always talked about the beauty of theالعلوم. 
Arabic language and its rich literature. He presented many programs like" our 
beautiful language".  He was called the guardian of the Arabic language. He helped 
many young presenters. 

GPS The importance of -satellite technology -Modern technology 

Modern technology is very important in our life. We can't live without satellite 
technology. We have used satellite technology for many things. We use GPS to find 
our way. We have GPS in cars, on phones and even in some modern motorbike helmets. 
Satellites also allow us to study the weather all around the world. Lots of people have 
satellite TV, so they can watch their favourite shows. Modern technology makes our 
life easier 

 
. 
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"environmentHow weaving help the  -Egyptian handicrafts -ew of weavingA revi 

Egyptian handicrafts are popular for tourists. Weaving is one of the most popular 
crafts in Upper Egypt. To weave, you need looms, threads and needles .A loom is a 
machine that crosses threads under and over each other to make fabric. Weavers can 
make very beautiful things. Unfortunately, there aren't many traditional weavers in 
Egypt today. To encourage doing that traditional craft, the government is planning to 
build four new schools to teach weaving in different cities. These schools will have 
the best weavers all around Egypt. Their job is to teach students how to weave. They 
also plan to do a recycling project which is connected to weaving. I think weaving is 
very important for Egyptian economy.   داقتصا 
******************************************************************************************* 

Key answers 

1-Complete the following dialogue 

1 

1- I was in Gebel Elba. 
2- Where is it? 
3- what can I see there? 
4- that sounds interesting.\ it is a nice 
place to visit. 
5- next month 

 

2 

1- which animal do you like most? 
 /What is your favourite animal? 
2- Where do orangutans [they] live? 
3- they live in the sea. [ coastal habitat] 
4- I like polar bears. 
5- It is very cold. 

 

3 

1- why are you going there [ to the club]? 
2- How long have you been playing 
football? 
3- is tennis. 
4- When do you play it? 
5- thank a lot . 

 

4 

1- I want to book a ticket. 
2- Would you like a single or a double 
room? 
3- How long will you stay? 
4- thanks. 
5- you are welcome. 

 

5 

1- I will go to Alexandria\ I’ll spend it in 
Alexandria. 
2- why will you go there? 
3- who will you go with? 
4- I will stay for a week. 
5- sure \ of course . 

 

6 

1- yes, I do.\ of course, I do. 
2- what is your dream job? 
3- who is your role model? 
4- I want to be a journalist. 
5- because it is an interesting job.\ I like 
writing articles . 

 

7 

1- What are you doing? 
2- Yes, I do. 
3- Who taught you to do this? 
4- Sure/ Yes, they are. 
5- Because they give us oxygen. 

 

8 

1- yes, it is. 
2- my father bought it for me. 
3- why did he buy it for you? 
4- when did he buy it? 
5- for playing games. 

 

9 

1- I have been to America. 
2- Who did you travel with? 
3- It was nice. 
4- I stayed for a week. 
5- Did you enjoy it? 

 

10 

1- I am reading an article. 
2- it is about pollution. 
3- How can we stop pollution? 
4- why should we plant trees? 
5- we should also recycle rubbish. 

Read and complete the text: 

1 
1- cut                    2- fuels     
3- renewable         4- will 

 
2 

1- language           2- online      
3- articles            4- have 

3 
1- space                 2- land          
3- satellites          4- under 

 
4 

1- doing                2- modern    
3- opportunity      4- skills 

5 
1- researcher        2- engineering      3- 
competition      4- save 

 
6 

1- weaving             2- loom        
3- threads            4- fabric 

7 
1- photos               2- storm         
3- can                    4- signal 

 
8 

1- driverless         2- controls        
3- will                   4- electric 
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Choose the correct answer: 
Definitions 

1-  c 11- a 21- a 31- b 41- b 51- a 

2- d 12- b 22- b 32- c 42- a 52- b 

3- b 13- c 23- b 33- a 43- b 53- b 

4- a 14- b 24- c 34- a 44- a 54-a 

5- c 15- a 25- d 35- c 45- a 55- a 

6- b 16- b 26- b 36- b 46- d 56- d 

7- b 17- b 27- c 37- a 47- c 57- d 

8- a 18- a 28- b 38- c 48- b 58- a 

9- b 19- b 29- c 39- a 49- b 59- c 

10- b 20- c 30- d 40- c 50- c  

Synonyms & antonyms 
1- a 8- d 15- a 22- b 29- b 36- a  
2-b 9- a 16- a 23-  a 30- a 37- a 
3- d 10- b 17- d 24- a 31- b 38- c 
4- d 11- a 18- d 25- d 32- a 39- a 
5- b 12- c 19- d 26- c 33- b  
6- c 13- b 20- a 27- b 34- d  
7- c 14- b 21- a 28- b 35- c  

Prefixes & suffixes 
1- c 6- c 11- b   16- c 21- c 26-d 
2- b 7- a 12- d 17- b 22- c 27- b 
3-a 8- b 13- d 18- a 23- d 28- a 
4- b 9- c 14- b 19- a 24- a 29- a 
5- c 10- c 15- b 20- c 25- d  

Read and complete 
1- are made 2- isn’t played 3- were built 
4- is  5- was made 6- did 
7- was 8- will 9- were 
10- had 11- would read 12- would answer 
13- could 14- won’t go 15- will you do 
16- if 17- to study 18- doing 
19- keep 20- to clean 21- playing 
22- burning 23- to spend 24- polluting 
25- to buy 26- to recycle 27- swimming 
28- to play 29- doesn’t 30- used 
31- be 32- didn’t use 33- isn’t 
34- had revised 35- had finished 36- had tided 
37- watched 38- had revised 39- finishing 
40- didn’t publish 41- has been doing 42- used 
43- has been doing 44- have they arrived 45- haven’t done 
46- told 47- said to 48- would leave 
49- would 50- those 51- said 
52- then 53- would travel 54- the previous week 
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